Super Mario World Enhancement Patch

New Title: Super Mario Bros. 4 - Vacation in Dinosaurland.
	The reason for the title change is that the "World" in the old title brings to mind a Mario game that takes the player on a journey through all of Mario's world.
	Obviously, this game only takes place in a small portion of said world. A true "Super Mario World" would be a very different game akin to the concept behind "Mario's Wacky Worlds".

Objective: Enhance SMW to improve the gameplay experience and bring it up to date with the level of graphics upgrade found in SMAS.

Description: This hack will fix all known bugs and errors in SMW, impliment certain gameplay tweeks, upgrade the graphics, and add some bonus content both new and from the GBA release as much as possible.

List of patches:
	Base Patches:
		Luigi Gameplay & GFX mods:
			mariomaniac444:
				Luigi GFX and Gameplay Patch
				Luigi GFX and Gameplay Patch v 2.0
			Ice Man:
				Seperate Luigi Jump-Height
			sceptile3:
				Hook Select and Show Power-Up
		Controller mods:
			smallhacker:
				L/R Hook
		HDMA:
			Ice Man + BMF54123:
				HDMA v3.3 (new)
		ASM prep:
			Ice Man:
				Overworld ASM v1.1
		Yoshi Gameplay mods:
			sceptile3:
				FlutterJump
				Flutter Jump V1
			NovaYoshi:
				Improved Flutter Jump
		Cutscene Stuff:
			Iceguy:
				Powerup on Level Start

	Enhancement Patches:
		Added SFX:
			Ersanio:
				Fire-Spitting Jumping Pirahna Plant SFX
		System upgrades:
			edit1754:
				No More Sprite Tile Limits
			ghettoyouth:
				Darker pause screen
			Roy:
				Statusbar scanline hack
			d4s & Roy:
				FastROM v. 1.1
			lolcats439:
				Custom OW border palettes enhancement v1.0
				Custom OW layer 1 palettes enhancement v1.0
	Bug Fixes:
		MrCheeze:
			SMW-Fix
		Roy:
			Dark Room BG Fix
			Lava Fix v. 1.0

List of map enhancements:
	Palette
		✔ Mod palettes to allow for chocolate colored "cliffs"
		✔ Use OW Palette enhancement patch to increase usable colors.

	Tiles
		✔ Mod all map tiles from scratch to improve efficiency
	
	New Stages
		Additional stages added in areas with only a couple of stages with new music like the Soda lake area
		Colored yoshis will be removed from Star & Special Worlds
		New super secret areas will be added that contain free colored yoshis
			^The first will be a secret exit from the top secret area that leads to the lonely island, and will contain a yellow yoshi and maybe a new permanent power up
			^The second one will contain a red yoshi, and will be a secret exit out of  Ludwig's Castle that leads into the the big insured hill
			 Use tiles with Priority to make it look like mario walks into injured hill and come out from behind the mountoin onto the forested plateau
			^The third will contain the coveted blue yoshi, and will be the secret exit out from Choco Secret
			 It will lead the player down off the screen and make them loop around to enter from the top right of Bowser Valley onto the previously empty ledge
		Add an extra water stage to the ledge before reaching the yellow switch palace
		Consider adding a secret stage to Choco Island called Caramel Cavern.

	Use OW ExGFX
		Install ExGFX for all OW maps to allow for greater variety of tiles.

	New OW Music
		Use OW ASM to give certain areas new OW music.

List of custom music:
	From Super Mario Kart:
		Mario Circuit (Replaces Overworld in Star Road)
			Stages: 132, 135, & 136.
		Donut Plains (Replaces Overworld in Donut Plains) -----!!Adapted by Jimmy52905!!----- {Adjust volume as it is too loud}
			Stages: 3, 5, 6, & 15.
		Ghost Valley (Replaces Haunted House in Big Boo's Ghost House)
			Stage: 13.
		Choco Island (Replaces Overworld in Chocolate Island)
			Stages: 10, 1C, 23, & 24.
		Koopa Troopa's Ranks (Replaces map music for all map points in Vanilla Mountain, Cookie Mountain, Butter Bridge & Cheese Bridge) -----!!Adapted by Midiguy!!----- {Too short, ask for enhancement}
		Koopa Beach (Replaces music in Vanilla Mountain, Cookie Mountain, Butter Bridge, & Cheese Bridge stages) -----!!Adapted by Opposable!!----- {Adjust volume as it is a bit too soft}
			Stages: 1, 2, C, D, & F.
		Toad's Ranks (Replaces map music for all map points in Soda Lake) -----!!Adapted by Midiguy!!-----
		Vanilla Lake (Replaces Underwater in Soda Lake) -----!!Adapted by Crispy Yoshi!!----- {Adjust volume as it is a bit too soft}
			Stage: 11.
			!!Add extra stages in Soda Lake area!!
		Rainbow Road (Replaces Overworld in Special Zone)
			Stages: 125, 126, 127, 128, 12B
		Battle Mode (Replaces Athletic in Special Zone)
			Stages: 12A, 12C, 12D
					
	Weirdo101.666
		Demented (Replaces Overworld & Athletic in Forest of Illusion) {Adjust volume as it is too loud}
			Stages: 11E, 11F, 122, & 123.

	Midiguy
		Bowser's Doom Way Arranged (Replace all music in Sunken Ghost Ship)
			Stage: 18.
		By the Beach (Replaces music in Yoshi's House) {Adjust the 2nd drum beat to tone it down a bit & maybe change the instrument}
			Stage: 104.
		Bowser's Castle 2nd (Replaces music in Front Door & Back Door of Bowser's Castle)
			Stages: 10D & 10E.
		Mario is Missing Boss [Upbeat Mix] (Replaces battle song for Reznor)
			Stages: All Renor Rooms.
		SMW - Cave [H&L Icy Mix] (Replace Underground in icy cave stages)
			Stages: 10B, 1BF, 1C2, 1C3,.

	Jascha
		Ancient Tower (Replace all Underground in Choco Island)
			Stage: 1D.

	Kc
		Mysterious Cave (Replaces map music for all map points in Chocolate Island) {Adjust Instruments to make it sound more vanilla SMW}

	Mario90
		SMW&SMB Cave Remix (Replaces Underground & Athletic in Vanilla Dome) {Adjust volume & main SMB melody instrument}
			Stages: 109, 10A, 118, 119, 11A.

List of stage enhancements:
	Star World Area Stages
		New EXGFX for FG using a barren moon style
	Special Zone Area Stages
		New EXGFX for FG using a SMB2j Fantasy World style
	Chocolate Island Area Stages		
		FG Palette
			Mod "grass" to match map screen colors better
			Mod "cliff colors to look more chocolatey
	Stage 1, 2, & B
		Mod into ice levels and add in slippery blocks
	Stage 10 - Cookie Mountain
		Change FG to Chocolate Island colors
	Stage 10D - Front Door
		Remove the stupid block numbers and use sign posts instead
	Stage 018 - Sunken Ghost Ship
		New EXGFX for FG based on SMB3 Doom Ship.
		Use enhanced SMB3 airship graphics by Carlytoon
	Stage 123 - Forest of Illusion 3
		New custom palette to make trees in FG match dark colors in BG
	Stage 134 - Star World 1
		Correct song to Underground.
	Stage 112 - *Unused 2nd Red Switch Palace*
		Convert to "Secret Valley Fortress" and add a special custom boss. Kamek perhaps?
	Stage 113 - Valley of Bowser 3
		Add secret exit that will lead to stage 112.



